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Lesson plan 

Sources of finance 
Luke Perry 

The big picture This lesson is aimed at AS/year 1 students with no previous experience of 
sources of finance. Sources of finance is often a key topic covered in the longer 
essay questions as well as the shorter multiple-choice theory-based questions. 
This makes it essential for students to have a clear understanding of the key 
terms and the use of finance.  

Learning 
objectives 

• Students should be able to demonstrate an understanding of key theory 
(AO1). 

• Students will be able to apply this theory to a number of business scenarios 
and look to recommend the most effective source of finance where 
appropriate (AO2 and AO4). 

Starter activity  • Teacher to produce a scenario whereby students need to raise money for a 
trip/holiday/car or something along those lines. 

• In pairs students to state how they would fund this trip. 

• Teacher to write all options on the board. 

• Link this to the first slide of the sources of finance PowerPoint (see 
www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreviewextras), which outlines the 
options available for a business. 

Lesson activities • Students to work through the PowerPoint key terms. 

• Use the three crowdfunding articles in BUSINESS REVIEW, Vol. 20, No. 1, 
pp. 18–20; Vol. 21, No. 1, pp. 6–8 and Vol. 23, No. 1, pp. 28–29 to explain 
this term and its unique processes. 

• Discuss the choice of finance and the decision-making process. 

Plenary   A major factor in this theory is that students can select the most appropriate type 
of finance and justify. This makes the plenary activity important and this could 
take up another lesson quite easily. 

Scenario 1 

A new start-up printing business has doubled in size in the first 12 months of 
trading and needs new premises that will cost £800,000. 

What source of finance could be used? Why? 

Scenario 2 

A new start-up printing business has doubled in size in the first 12 months and 
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needs new equipment that will cost £345,000 

What source of finance could be used? Why?  

Homework task  Students to use the outline sheet on the first PowerPoint slide to write up a list of 
pros and cons for each type of finance. At the start of the next lesson these can 
be reviewed and other scenarios discussed. 

Assessment 
opportunities  

AO1 theory assessment and AO2 could be integrated into a student response.  

Differentiation Higher-end students could be given the more complex types of finance. Teacher 
should structure questioning and feedback to suit ability. 

This resource is part of BUSINESS REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by subject 
experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreview 


